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Review of the 1999 Charter Overview Commission

The Overview

Commission

Response

Committee

has

completed

Report

its initial review of the

by the 1999 Charter Overview Commission. We would like to express our
appreciation to members of the Overview Commission for their long hours and
dedication in reviewing the structure and operations of Athens-Clarke County and for
preparing a thoughtful report. Their commitment helps to ensure that our government is
responsive and accountable to its citizens and provides essential and quality services.
report

The

Commission divided its report into

Overview

specific

area

Human

and

of the

government:

held

a

Services,

In
total, 89
Development, and Financial Analysis.
and suggestions were offered in these four areas. The Response
weekly meetings for two months to discuss the practical and financial

implications associated
department directors and
Attachment

Branch,

addressing

Government

Economic

recommendations
Committee

four sections, each

Charter/Executive

with

each

staff who

Asummarizes

recommendation.

provided input

the recommendations

We

would

like

to

thank

the

and assistance.
offered

by

the Overview Commission

and the committee's response to each, with the exception of those addressing the Special
Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST). Nearly half of the Overview Commission's
30 recommendations
and

programs
recommendations
below is

a

the

on

finance focused

selection

and

and the committee' s

government's administration of SPLOST
These
prioritization of SPLOST projects.
response are provided in Attachment B. Provided
on

summary of the recommendations

the

suggested by

the

Response

Committee.
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Charter/Executive Branch Review
Commission recommended

The Overview

of the allocation

of power among elected and appointed officials, the salaries paid to
and the timeframe for the reviews of future overview commissions. We

elected

officials,

concur

that the form of

well
the

several modifications to the Charter in terms

government envisioned in

the Charter has served

during its first decade. The time may have come,
administration
of policy more accountable to

recommend the

however,

citizens.

our

our

to consider

community

how to make

To

that

end,

we

following:

changing

the

appointment

process for the charter officers: manager,

attorney, and

auditor,

having

the clerk of commission

appointed by

and

responsible

to the

Commission,

and

reorganizing

the Public Information

Office

to become

division

a

of the

Mayor's

Office.

The Overview Commission

public

propose establishing
in the Charter that
Commission' s

15,000.

an

annual

the

position

Response

Committee

the

timeframe

of future

commissions

involved

with

holding

for the Mayor and Commission. We

increases

and

Mayor

We

part-time.
adjust the annual

serves

to

Mayor

the time and commitment

of $45,000 for the

salary

recommendation

The salaries for

The

overview

recognized
salary

and recommended

office

concur

removing

references

with

Overview

the

of commissioners

salaries

to

and Commission should be reviewed every two years.

agrees with the Overview Commission' s suggestion to
Overview Commissions. Also, we recommend
that

be established

by

ordinance

and

appointed by

the

change
future

Mayor

and

all

the

Commission.

Government Services
The

Overview

government' s

Commission

offered

services, excluding

the

36

those

Overview Commission' s

appreciates
provides the services,
We wish to express
the delivery of such

as

outlined

in the

gratitude to
quality services
our

recommendations

provided by
view

that "

Charter,

in

would not be

virtually

courts.

overall,

an

the Athens-Clarke

the

on

efficient

committee

Athens-Clarke
and effective

County employees

possible.

The

of

County
manner."

without whom
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The

government is currently addressing

Commission
considers
and

regarding services.

initiatives

expansion

such

We

are

many of the suggestions made by the Overview
pleased to know that the Overview Commission

the extension of

as

airport facilities, worthy of public investment.
these projects may have been delayed or may
or

SPLOST 2000

earlier

studies

on

Commission' s

not

revenue.

that the Auditor' s Office undertake

the Sheriff's Office and Police
about

concerns

protection,
important to note
have been possible

It is

The Overview Commission made several recommendations in the
The committee recommends

in fire

waterlines, improvement

of

that many of
without SPLOST IV
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Department

recruitment,

employee

of

public safety.
follow-up reviews to
area

the Overview

to address

and

retention,

database

management.
The Overview Commission
customer

service

complete

the customer

addition,

the committee

expressed

a

need for Athens-Clarke

The committee

training.

service

training

recommends

recommends

offered

committee agrees

The

should

Manager
Department
the

Mayor

Further,

with

of Human and

a

we

FY06.

and

implement

develop

by the

with the

with

the

Overview

Commission' s

Overview

a

Commission.

recommendation

experienced," director

permanent, full-time,
Economic Development (HED)as
should play a role in the selection

director will be

agree

envisioned

a "

and Commission

assured that

as

In

before

Development

appoint

presently conferring

the government

that the Auditor's Office

government-wide blind
"
shopping" program

Human and Economic

by

County staff to receive
employees be required to

that

the

Mayor

and Commission

appointed

on

soon as

possible

that

the

for

the

and that

process. The Manager is
this issue and we have been

within six months.

suggestions

made

regarding

HED's

and Commission

In March the

in

role

economic

of
Mayor
development planning.
approved
the Economic Development Foundation, which will address many of the issues raised by
the Overview Commission concerning economic development and the need for workforce training. 'A staff member from HED will be part of the foundation to serve as a link
between the foundation and the department.

Financial
Many
discuss

the creation

Analysis

of the Overview Commission's recommendations
the need for

year-end

financial

more

information

reporting.

regarding

The committee

the

concerning financial analysis
government's budget process and

agrees that information

that is

user-friendly
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and easy for citizens to understand is vital.
written materials with graphs and illustrations

government' s

web

on

Commission

The Overview

community

site, and

and offered

the

for distribution

government' s

pointed

out

the

15 recommendations

administration and

We recommend

television

importance
for the

of future programs.

the
at

government develop
budget meetings, on the

access

channel.

of SPLOST

government

programs
to consider

to

this

on

the

We agree Athens-Clarke

development
County
explore options to ensure our community retains a high level of
confidence in the projects that are included in SPLOST referendums and in their
administration.
Further, we recommend that information on SPLOST be provided at
internals
regular
through the government' s web site and television access channel and
through printed materials. Please see Attachment B for a further discussion of SPLOST.
should

continue

to

Conclusion
This report is intended

only. Because many of the issues addressed by
require changes to the Charter or have a budgetary impact, we
recommend that they be given careful consideration. We suggest that recommendations
for changes in the Charter be discussed and voted on separately to allow for adequate
opportunities for citizen input. The Response Committee plans to meet in six months,
October 2000, to report on the government's progress addressing the Overview
the Overview

for information

Commission

Commission' s report.

Attachments

Copy:

1999 Charter Overview

Commission

A1

Crace, Manager
DePascale, Attorney
John A.Wolfe, Auditor
Emie

Jean

Spratlin, Clerk

of Commission
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Summary of Overview Commission Recommendations Regarding
the Charter/Executive Branch and Committee's Responses

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee

Response

Commission
1

Place

authority

with the

Mayor

to

direct the Manager' s implementation
of policy with oversight by the

Provide the

Mayor with the authority to
Attorney, and Auditor. Eliminate terms
serve under employment contracts.

terminate

employment

of the

Manager,

for the charter officers and have them

Commission
2

Designate

the Mayor's

position

as

Eliminate all references in the charter that the Mayor will

serve

part-time.

full-time and do not restrict the

maintaining another job
Mayor's salary from
20,000 to $
65,000 and provide the

Mayor
3

from

Increase the

same

employees
salary of the Mayor

Establish the

pro-tern
5

Mayor's salary

to $
45,000 and review the

salary

every two years.

benefits offered to other full-

time ACC
4

Increase the

Maintain the

Mayor s
pro-tem' salary equal

to that of the other commissioners.

at $
18,000

Increase the

salary

of the ACC

Commissioners from $10,000 to

Increase the

salary

of commissioners to $15,000 and review the

salary

every two

years.

15,000
6

The Clerk of Commission should be
recommended

by

the

Mayor

Have the Clerk of Commission

appointed by

and

responsible

to the Commission.

for

approval by the Commission
7

8

Elevate the Public Information Office

Transfer the Public Information Office from the

organizationally to become a division
of the Mayor's Office
Sufficiently fund and staff Public
Information to provide
comprehensive and timely
information to the public on

division of the

Mayor's

Office that will

serve

Manager's Office to become
Mayor, Commission, and

a

the

Manager and be directed by the Mayor.
Review staffing and resource requirements after the Public Information
transferred from the Manager's Office to the Mayor's Office.

Office is

government services
9

Modify

the timeframe for the

Overview Commission review to

begin

in

January 1, 2004

fourth year thereafter

and every

Modify

the review process, timeframe, and mission of future Overview
remove from the charter. Adopt an ordinance to have Overview

Commissions and
Commissions

appointed periodically by

the

Mayor

and Commission, which would
as well as the

define the mission and scope of future Overview Commissions
timeframe for the review.
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Summary of Overview Commission Recommendations Regarding
Government Services and Committee's Responses

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee

Response

Commission
10

Make
the

information

more

public regarding

12

Encourage government employees to
take advantage of customer service
training and diversity training

Conduct "blind

quality

In progress. The Public Information Office plans to have a directory of
government services ready for distribution in the first quarter of FY01.

services

government
11

available to

the location of

shopping" to

ensure

customer service

As

goal, require employees to complete a customer service training course by
training is offered at least four times each year and is
one often classes in the Supervisory Training and the Management
Skills
Development Programs. Since FY99, approximately 400 employees have
attended customer service training. Beginning in July 2000, the Supervisory
Training and Management Skills Development Programs will include a three-hour
class on diversity in the workplace.
Develop and implement a "blind shopping" program to include all departments
and offices of the government as part of the Auditor's Office annual work plan.~
a

FY06. Customer service

13

Remove cap on the number of Senior
Police Officers and Senior Deputies

Assign analysis of this issue to the Auditor's Office as part of follow-up reviews
to previous studies and report to the Mayor and Commission during the FY02
budget process.

14

Compensate appropriately Police
Officers with special abilities and/or
training

See # 13 above.

15

Recruit officers and 911

In progress. In

who
16

personnel

multi-lingual

are

Hispanic

The Police

Dept. should take
appropriate steps to ensure
consistency and quality in database

addition, the
assigned to

will be

Police

Department

indicated

employees

who

are

the recruitment team.

See # 13 above.

management
17

Ensure that Domestic Violence Task

Consider

the FY01

during

budget

process.

Force receives monies from the

general fund

if

alternative

no

source

is available.
18

Ensure that

adequate

is

for all of ACC

provided

fire

protection

The

design contracts on April 4t~ to expand the
System/Fire
System Enhancement Program. The goal is
to extend water lines to rural areas of the community where fire hydrants are not
available. Also, funding for the reconstruction of two existing fire stations and the
Mayor

and Commission awarded

Public Water

addition of one
19

Give

priority

protection

to

to

expanding

those

areas

receiving adequate
20

Provide

adequate

fke

that

are

or more new

of 1999,

funds to the

the work volume

employees

part of SPLOST 2000.

not

Consider in the FY01
success

budget.

The

Mayor

of this office and have increased

employee
discussed

spring

as

service

and Commission

resources

time
to four full-

activities from the

In the

stations is included

See #18 above

Marshal's Office to hire sufficient
staff to address

Prevention

during

are

committed to the

time
and staff from one full-

employees since FY97. Transferring
Planning Department to Building Inspections

the
are

compliance
planned to be

the FY01 budget process.

departments as part of the "Mystery Shopping
departments were 1)Building Inspections, 2)Planning,

of the Carl Vinson Institute of Government visited four ACC

Service Program" to measure our delivery of customer service. The four participating
3)Transportation and Public Works, and 4)Public Utilities - Water Business Office.
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Summary of Overview Commission
Government Services and
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Recommendations

Regarding
Committee's Responses

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee

Response

Commission
21

22

23

Ensure adequate opportunities for
public input in all zoning decisions
and weigh input fairly/consistently

procedures are currently under review/revision as part of the proposed new
development regulations that should address this issue. Updated Planning
Commission bylaws should be prepared after the adoption of the development

New

in

regulations.

every case
Examine the

Building Inspections
Department to ensure the public
understands the permitting process

The

has made recent efforts to address this

department

concern

such

as

staffing

an

information booth at the Home Show, visiting various neighborhood groups, and
providing handouts that explain the multi-family and commercial permitting
process.
The departments that

24

Better

publicize the Building
Inspections ombudsman program

comprise the development services committee are working
Department to enhance network connections among the departments.
Inter-departmental communication is responsible for the majority of delays.
Building Inspections recently developed an information brochure for distribution
at public meetings. The Ombudsman program is included in the brochure.

25

Build

This

project

is

currently

in the land

This

project

is

currently

in the scope and work authorization

Develop a system in Building
Inspections to expedite paper work

a new

commercial aviation

with the CIS

acquisition phase.

terminal

26

27

Build

a

new

Lengthen

general

the

aviation

facility

east-west

primary

28

Build

This is

airport

runway

new

hangars

for

private

aircraft

The

currently being reviewed by airport planners
plan update.

and

as

phase.

going
part of the on-

master

Airport Authority

is

currently working on this issue. They will determine if it
hangars and make recommendations for consideration

is cost effective to build the

by
29

Take

measures to

tap the potential

commercial air traffic in ACC and in
the
30

multi-county surrounding area
expeditiously in implementing
water service delivery plan

Move
the

The government is

Express

fund and staff the Central

Adequately
Services Dept. to provide buildings

to

currently working with the Airport Authority and US Airways
implement a marketing program in an effort to educate persons of the

commercial air travel available from Athens.
As

previously mentioned in item #18, the Mayor and Commission approved a
plan on April 4th to divide ACC into four quadrants, which will simultaneously
receive engineering design services for the Public Water System/Fire Prevention
Enhancement program. This will expedite implementation of the service delivery
plan that will add approximately 40 miles of various sized water mains throughout
the

31

the Mayor and Commission.

jurisdiction

Consider

when

completed.

the FY01

during

budget

process.

and grounds maintenance
32

Ensure that

overlaps

no

maintenance service

between the Central

Although some
responsibilities.

services

are

similar in nature, there

are

no

overlaps

in duties

or

Services and Leisure Services
33

Departments
Explore the most cost efficient way
to provide garbage pick-up to all
residents of ACC to

ensure

in service

levels

uniformity

currently meeting with the Manager to discuss
plan to have a report for consideration
options to make services
in FY01. Options being considered include franchising and/or contracting solid
waste services with the private sector.
The Solid Waste

Department

is

more

uniform and

Attachment A
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Summary of Overview Commission Recommendations Regarding
Government ServiCes and Committee's Responses

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee

Response

Commission
34

Explore options for providing
recycling service to all commercial
and retail businesses

services are already offered and provided to these types of customers.
However, the Solid Waste Department acknowledged that the private sector tends
to be slow in responding to these customer's requests for recycling services.

Recycling

associated in #33 address these

Changes
35

Better

publicize

and schedule for

the

availability of
leaf and limb pick-

The committee recommends that
Please

see

the footnote

no

problems.

additional actions be taken in this

below, which describes the government's

area.

current

activity?

up

36

Place

high priority

a

on

streets and

On

April

roads maintenance and the ACC

interest

paving

budget

program

4th,

the

revenue

Mayor

and Commission

approved an additional $500,000 in
paving program. The original program
By supplementing the program with

from SPLOST IV for the

in SLOST IV

37

38

million.

The Farmer Committee is in the process of reviewing the Job Access Study, which
explores options for expanding transit service. The Farmer Committee anticipates

of operation

having

Make the trial bus service to the

fiscal year.
Peak hour transit service to the

transit

permanent

service both in terms

into

a

Add bus shelters to all bus stops and
make this a priority over

Continue funding the Personnel
Dept. at or above the previous years'
budget to ensure recruitment efforts
are

41

2

a

recommendation for the Mayor and Commission to consider in the next

and Commission

Stonehenge community was funded by
April 4, 2000. Service began on April 17t~.

the Mayor

route

beautification to current stops
40

general fund, the state, and other

of the number of routes and the hours

Expand

Stonehenge community

39

from the

was $
1.5

sources, the program totals
4.1 million. The program will be extended with SPLOST 2000 and other funds.

revenue

improvements are included as part of SPLOST 2000. Varying levels of
improvement will be planned based on stop location, use, handicapped
constraints it is not
accessibility, etc. Because of topographic and/or way
right-offor
to
all
have
shelters.
possible
stops
Recruitment is an important function of the department and allows the
government to ensure a quality workforce. Funding decisions will be weighed
during the budget process.
Bus stop

successful

Change the name of the Personnel
Dept. to the Human Resources Dept..

The Personnel

Department

should retain its present

name.

Staff continues to

publicize the leaf and limb pick-up schedule by:
1) Posting the leaf and limb schedule on the Solid Waste Department's web page (recycle.
www.org)
acc2) Furnishing neighborhood leaf and limb signs to approved neighborhood associations, on request. The neighborhood
responsible for maintaining the sign and keeping the sign updated with the current pickup schedule.
3) Printing a monthly leaf and limb calendar that is distributed to and/or made available at:
a.
Federation of Neighborhoods
b. Individual homeowners that maintain neighborhood leaf and limb signs
c.
City Hall
d.

Water Business Office

e.

Athens

association is

Regional Library

4) Phone recording of the leaf and limb schedule. Residents

3501 and dial extension 441 to receive
may call 613-

the leaf and limb

schedule for the next five weeks.

5) Posting of the leaf and limb pickup schedule in the Athens Daily News and Banner Herald newspapers on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday. Residents will fred the schedule posted under "Community Notices"in the classified section of the papers.
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Summary of Overview Commission Recommendations Regarding
Government Services and Committee's Responses

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee Response

Commission
42

Continue to

place emphasis

Leisure Services programs

on more

for older

youth

Programming for older youth (teen)population continues to be an objective for all
four of the department's programming divisions. A Teen Camp will be offered
this coming summer, Grand Slam will continue, Lay and East Athens Community
Centers are developing advisory groups that will assist in guiding the development
of programs for this age group; and the Lyndon House Arts Center has developed
various instructional programs suitable for this age group. The government's goal
is to continue with this effort.

43

44

Place

priority on maint./
repair of
existing Leisure Services facilities

All Leisure Services facilities have been evaluated and

before

year.
The government is very sensitive to the needs of the physically challenged.
Handicapped access to the main floor is available in most Leisure Services

constructing

new ones

Ensure that all Leisure Services
facilities

are

handicapped

accessible

and

schedule. This schedule is included

repair

facilities.

Those

areas

not accessible are

being

as

placed

on

replacement

a

part of the CIP submission each

addressed

through

SPLOST and

fund

appropriations. Lay and East Athens Community Centers were
for facility improvements in the SPLOST 2000 package that includes

general
approved
funding for ADA upgrades
renovations

are

accessible in

an

to doorways, restrooms, etc. When improvements or
made to facilities, it is general practice to make them ADA
effort to include all that want to participate. In regards to outdoor

ongoing effort is underway to make all facilities ADA accessible.
Current policy is to make reasonable accommodations for anyone who desires to
participate regardless of physical ability. Also, interpreters are provided when
facilities,

an

needed.
45

Ensure that
access
or

no

individual is denied

to Leisure Services programs

activities because of his

financial status

or

her

A

Scholarship Policy

is

currently

in

place.

No

financial status. In many instances programs
free.

one

are

is denied

access

because of

offered at well below cost

or

for

ttach men
Page

Summary of Overview Commission Recommendations Regarding
Human and Economic Development and Committee's Responses

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee Response

Commission
46

should evaluate itself based

HED

its

of the

implementation

on

CDBG funds

targeted

are

and

directly used for economic development
Community Service Center and the

activities.

Construction of the Miriam Moore

federally

mandated definition of economic

rehabilitation of the East Athens Commercial District and the East Athens

development

Development Corporation,
funded at
Northeast

a

level in

Georgia

which is often

an

Inc. are economic

development projects

that have been

of available CDBG funds. In addition, the
of 38%
Food Bank receives CDBG to support job creation. Housing,
excess

indicator of

an

of
area's economic health, received 28%

available CDBG funds this year. Therefore, a total of 66%
of available CDBG
funds are used for economic development and housing programs.
47

The

Manager

should hire

See #48 below_

a

permanent, full-time director of HED
48

The

Mayor

play

a

and Commission should

decision of a
49

new

director for HED

Review
HED

The Manager is conferring with the Mayor and Commission on the selection of
the HED Director. The committee agrees that this effort is in the best interest of

strong role in the final hiring

minority representation
on a regular basis

community and appointment is expected to occur within
Currently, HED has a full-time staff of eight. Of those, four
the

in

American, three

are

White and

one

six months.
are

African-

is Asian. Therefore 63%
of HED staff

are

minorities.
50

Encourage promotions

from within

Since the
from

51

reorganization of HED in 1999, there have been three positions opened
hiring. Of the three openings, two of the positions were filled
within and one employee received a promotion.

and advertised for

HED

group comprised of
local churches and other groups

important for HED to play an active role in assisting other agencies that
specialize in this area. HED has placed programs addressing children and youth
as the top priority for public services. In addition, HED coordinates applications
for Children and Youth Coordinating Council funding, and works closely with
Family Connection and Community Connection. Non-profit agencies, however,
which focus on overall coordination of community resources in this area, can best

Involve HED in

HED has

Attempt

to create and coordinate

children and

organizing

youth

programs

It is

by

a

serve as

52

an

ongoing

of ideas of how to prepare
skilled work force

a

53

HED

should have

economic

54

significant role
development planning

in

strong and
consistent role in COP to implement

HED

should

a

play

a

the Charter mandate to "address the
cause

of crime"

the lead.
one

staff person who is involved in the implementation of the State and
Board and its efforts, chairs the Family Connection

Local Workforce Investment

exchange

Selfsufficiency Cluster, and is very actively involved in educating local business
and industry about barriers to the workforce.
An HED staff member plans to work with the new Economic Development
Foundation while maintaining existing responsibilities with HED. This will
provide a voice and a link between HED and the foundation. The need for
substantive and regular communication between the foundation and HED has been
recognized, as has the idea that economic development should be pursued as a
means of community development and helping to boost individuals and families
up the economic ladder.
HED plans to continue its

neighborhood revitalization efforts in the coming year
by
implementation
plan in collaboration with the Hancock Community
Inc.
(
Development Corporation,
HCDC),and continuing to carry out the strategies
in East Athens in parmership with the East Athens Development Corporation, Inc.
This effort includes working closely with the Building Inspections Department
and the Police Department to address issues of crime and building deterioration.
the

of

a

t4
,
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of Overview Commission Recommendations

Human and Economic

Development

and Committee's

Recommendation(s)
by Overview

Committee
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Regarding
Responses

Response

Commission
55

HED should increase its
revitalization
or

56

by demolishing
repairing abandoned dwellings

HED

should work with HELP to

replace dwellings consistent
HUD approved standards
57

HED
on

HED

efforts

with

should

place greater emphasis
ownership by supporting
for Humanity and others

home

Habitat

recently restructured the demolition program in collaboration with the
Marshal's Office, the Building Inspections Department, and the Attorney's Office
to allow for the removal of structures beyond repak, particularly in target

neighborhoods. In addition, HED has funded the Athens Housing Authority
AHA)and Athens Land Trust to begin similar work in the Hancock Corridor
area.
Both agencies are identifying properties for acquisition and demolition as
well as fll
inf'
housing construction. Similarly, HELP prioritized census tracts 3, 6
and 9 for its acquisition rehabilitation program.
Along with funds for first-time home-buying and housing counseling, HED grants
the majority (60%)
of the HOME funds and 29%
of CDBG housing funds to
HELP to carry out acquisition/rehab activities and new construction. HED plans
to continue to support HELP's eligible housing efforts.
lIED funded the Athens Housing Authority (AHA) to perform similar work in the
Hancock Corridor area. The AHA has identified properties for acquisition and
demolition as well as infill housing construction. Similarly, HELP prioritized
census tracts 3, 6 and 9 for its acquisition/rehabilitation program. Habitat for
Humanity has taken advantage of HOME funds to acquire lots (five to date) for
some

infill

of its construction activities. Athens Land Trust is also funded to carry out
housing activities in the Hancock Corridor area. And f'
mally, HED's new

five-year plan places

58

HED and HELP should assist and

encourage residents who wish to

complete housing applications
applicants in
expediting paperwork through the
Purchasing Division

59

HED should assist

60

Research additional
Athens

funding for the
Neighborhood Health Center

and Athens Nurses Clinic for the
Homeless

home

ownership.
approved housing counseling agencies and work aggressively
in assisting individuals with all housing issues, which is a requirement as a HUD
approved counseling agency.
HED provides agencies with technical assistance with procurement as it relates to
federal grant funded programs. HED coordinates with the Purchasing Division on
bid processes and to solicit services for subrecipients. HED offers an annual
procurement workshop to all subrecipients, which is facilitated by HED staff
along with Purchasing and others. One HED staff member also serves in the
capacity as HED's federal contract officer.
HED provides staff and technical assistance to agencies needing help in
identifying or applying for grants. Workshops on funding searches through the
Foundation Library are available upon request. Also, HUD information regarding
Notices of Funding Availability is made available to agencies for their use.
However, it is the responsibility of each agency to conduct its own research and
grant preparation. ACC must remain a neutral third party among agencies that
HED

may

and HELP

a new

stronger emphasis

are

compete for the

same

grant.

on
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Commission
61

62

Develop

TV

public

a

presentation

The committee recommends

and written report based on
consolidated statement of ACC

budget meetings, on the

actual

channel.

expenditures
Develop web site and public TV
reporting of the budget process and

illustrations that

are

developing written materials with graphs and
friendly and easy to understand for public distribution at
government's web site, and on the government's access

user

See #61 above.

consolidated financial information.
63

Explore alternative ways to manage
capital projects, including those
f'
manced by SPLOST

See Attachment B.

64

SPLOST

See Attachment B.

should be

projects

Mayor

and Commission driven from

inception
65

66

completion

to

Review the selection process for the
SPLOST Citizens Advisory
Committee to

ensure

representative

of the

See Attachment B.

that it is

community
Increase efforts to gain SPLOST
comments from citizens through
public input sessions, surveys, and

See Attachment B.

other mechanisms
67

Require

SPLOST Citizens

Committee to hold
to receive

68

Increase

input

an

Advisory

See Attachment B.

annual forum

from citizens

public understanding

of

See Attachment B.

roles of ACC officials, Citizens
Advisory Comm. in selecting/
SPLOST

prioritizing
69

opportunities for
minority fares
70

projects

Review process for selecting
consultants to ensure wellpublicized
smaller fin'ms and

Determine if there have been costs to

capital projects

See #78 below.

for

See #78 below and Attachment B.

improvements

that should have been included in

original
71

cost

Take steps to

improve the overall
oversight of capital
ensure timely completion

management

projects
within
72

to

See #78 below and Attachment B.

and

budget

Public Information Office should be

See Attachment B.

charged with responsibility of
disseminating information to the
public about SPLOST projects
73

Information

about SPLOST should

be provided at regular intervals
through the web site, public TV, the
press, etc.

See Attachment B.
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Commission
74

Consider
a

75

having

the

Manager present

See Attachment B.

semi-annual "State of SPLOST" to

the Mayor, Commission, and general
public
Take steps to increase public
understanding of the budgetary

See Attachment B.

process associated with SPLOST

projects
76

Consider

limiting

SPLOST

some

See Attachment B.

programs to less than 5 years

77

Consider

holding

referendums

SPLOST

See Attachment B.

to coincide with

so as

elections of Mayor and Commission
78

Each ACC

department

should submit

for the last 2 years a list of
consultants, what each was directed
to

accomplish, and

in FY01 and forward, each department should submit an annual report
used for each project and
Mayor and Commission that lists the consultant(s)

Beginning
to the

that includes information such

as

the

project's objectives, total budget, cost for

consultants, and accomplishments. Further, for capital projects the report should

cost

indicate whether there have been any additional cost that should have been
identified in the original prqject budget.
79

As

part of the budget process,

accomplishments

consultants in each
80

department

should be monitored each year
Change the timing of the Overview
Commission

so

available at the

See #78 above.

and cost of

See #9 above.

that the CAFR is

beginning

of the

review
81

Employ
the

82

use

fiscal

policies

of sales tax

that maximize

LOST and

SPLOST)

Make

that Athens-Clarke

sure

County

has

a

land

See Attachment B.

i.
e.

revenue (

use_
policy

This is

presently being

discussed.

that

values both its retail sales base and
green space

83

Ensure that

through

tax

surplus property acquired
foreclosure,
etc. is returned to the

condemnation,
84

85

private sector promptly
Encourage partnering with UGA,

The Farmer Committee makes recommendations

property
least

to the

once

County

Clarke

Board of Education in the

facilities that
these efforts.

Work with the ACCDDA, Chamber
of Commerce, and HED to address

The Economic

reputation

of ACC

being "anti-

for the

disposition

Surplus property auctions

of ACC
are

held at

County

serve

the

has

parmered

community.

Development

University of Georgia and the
acquisition and sharing of land for new
government is committed to continuing

with the

Athens-Clarke

of taxable land

business"

and Comrnission.

per year.

BOE and other taxexempt
institutions to minimize the reduction

the

Mayor

The

Foundation

was

approved by the Mayor and
development.

Commission in March to promote all aspects of business
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Commission
86

Review the tax assessment

The Tax Assessor's Office has

and

the office for

and

7

policies
procedures for business property
business inventory

If contracts

be

are

signed by

required, they
Mayor in

must

the

Purchasing

Consideration should be

heavy

given

to

commercial

users

ACC should make every effort to
obtain an accurate population count

during

regarding

developed

to ensure that all contracts

are

A minor Charter amendment is necessary

the authentication of contracts.

Ordinance

adjusting the water usage rate
schedule on a descending scale for

89

exceeds state

reminder notices to taxpayers.
Additional procedures have been

property signed and authorized.

accordance with the Charter and the
88

requested the State Department of Revenue review
compliance with state law. The Tax Assessor's Office currently
standards by offering informational seminars and sending second

the 2000 Census

As a business

procedure, a new water rate schedule is being developed for
by the Mayor and Commission. The issue of adjusting the water
for heavy users was addressed in the last five-year water rate study

consideration
rate schedule

and will

again

be addressed in the

new one.

The government established a committee involving community leaders
representing the University of Georgia, the Athens Housing Authority, the
Chamber of Commerce,

attaining

an

to encourage

nonprofit agencies, and other organizations to focus on
population count. Various techniques have been developed
participation, particularly traditionally undercounted populations.

accurate
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Page

Summary

of Overview Commission Recommendations

The 15 recommendations

administration

collectively
Item ~.

below

of the

in the

by

SPLOST

the 1999 Overview Commission

Local

Special
paragraphs that

on

Option

Sales

primarily address
Hence, they are addressed

Tax.

follow.

Overview Commission Recommendation

63

Explore

64

SPLOST

65

Review the selection process for the SPLOST Citizens
is representative of the community

66

Increase

alternative ways to manage

projects

should be

efforts to

gain

Mayor

those financed

capital projects, including

and Commission driven from

SPLOST

comments

inception

from citizens

to

Committee

Advisory

SPLOST

by

completion
to ensure that it

through public input sessions,

surveys, and other mechanisms
67

Require

SPLOST Citizens

Advisory

Committee to hold

an

annual forum to receive

input

from

citizens
68

Increase

public understanding of roles
selecting/prioritizing SPLOST projects

70

Determine if there have been costs to
included in

original

Take steps to improve the overall
completion within budget

72

Public Information Office should be

73

Information

public
74

public

officials,

capital projects

for

Citizens

Advisory

improvements

Committee

in

that should have been

cost

71

to the

of ACC

about SPLOST

management/oversight

charged

with

of

capital projects

responsibility

of

to ensure

disseminating

timely

information

projects

about SPLOST should be

provided

at

intervals

regular

the web site,

through

TV, the press, etc.

Consider

having

the

Manager present

a

semi-annual " State of SPLOST" to the Mayor,

Commission, and general public
75

Take steps to increase

public understanding

of the

budgetary

process associated with SPLOST

proje.cts
76

Consider

limiting

77

Consider

holding

some

SPLOST programs to less than 5 years

SPLOST

referendums

so

as

to

coincide

with elections

of Mayor

and

Commission
81

Employ

fiscal

policies

that maximize the

use

of sales tax

i.
e.LOST

revenue (

and

SPLOST)
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Committee' s

Response

appreciation to the Overview Commission for
devoting
explore options for improving the government's handling of
SPLOST programs and for recognizing the importance of this revenue source to our
community. The SPLOST 2000 referendum, which passed in November of 1999 as the
Overview Commission was nearing the end of its review, represented the fifth SPLOST
referendum
held in Athens-Clarke County.
Ensuring that our community retains
confidence in the government's ability to manage SPLOST programs in the future is a
major priority of the Mayor and Commission.
The committee

wishes

to

its

express

time and effort to

Over the years, changes in state law have resulted in significant changes in the types of
projects that can be included in a SPLOST program and the timeframe for collecting
SPLOST

only

four

revenue.

The first SPLOST
The

projects.

SPLOST 2000, for which
the

size

and

current
revenue

was

approved

in 1985 (SPLOST

program, SPLOST
collection began in

IV,

consists

April, consists

I)and

of 29
of 40

consisted

of

projects and
projects. As

of SPLOST
programs have grown, the government has
citizen
that
developed process
encourages
participation, promotes quality professional
and technical support, and ensures continued oversight by the Mayor and Commission.

complexity

a

Alternate ways to manage SPLOST programs have been used and the number of projects
included in the referendums has varied. For example, in SPLOST I,an engineer was

provide technical support while decisions regarding the project priority, scope,
For SPLOST II, an
design were made by the former County Commission.
engineering firm was contracted with to provide technical support, and decisions on
project priority, scope, and design were made initially by the former County Commission
and later by the Athens-Clarke County Mayor and Commission.
The voters rejected
SPLOST III,which was a program consisting of a single project.
hired to
and

SPLOST

IV

was

the first program to be approved by voters after unification of the City
County. To meet the Charter' s goal to include citizen participation

of Athens and Clarke

decision-making, the Mayor and Commission appointed a citizens
develop a list of potential projects for consideration by the Mayor and
Commission. - The commissioners
appointed two representatives from their district and
the Mayor appointed two to serve atlarge, one of which was designated as chair. The
Mayor and Commission refined and finalized the recommended list of projects, which
was
approved by the voters in November of 1994.
in

government

committee

After

to

SPLOST

representative
two

members

IV

was

to serve

of the

on

approved,

the

the SPLOST

Commission

and

each

commissioner
Committee.

appointed

a

In

addition,
Advisory
appointed to serve on the committee. The
charged with ensuring that projects were carried out
were

Advisory Committee was
according to the referendum campaign
Citizens

Mayor

IV Citizens

statement

and

within

budget.

The

Citizens
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Advisory Committee was granted only the authority to make recommendations regarding
project scope and project budget for approval by the Mayor and Commission.
Much like SPLOST

IV, the Mayor

a

recommended

referendum

for SPLOST

develop

and Commission

list for

for their

appointed

a

consideration

citizens

committee

for inclusion

to

the

projects
Similarly, a SPLOST 2000 Citizens Advisory Committee
has been appointed to ensure that the projects are carried out according to the referendum
campaign statement and within budget. Again, the Citizens Advisory Committee only
has the authority to make recommendations
regarding project scope and project budget
for approval by the Mayor and Commission.
2000.

SPLOST funds allow the government
without

increasing property
serve
the community,

acquire facilities, infrastructure,

citizens-need

Commission's recommendations

public understanding for
information and updates
recommend

to

taxes. To ensure that SPLOST

that best

Overview

on

to

on

SPLOST
on

be well

projects.
SPLOST be provided

web site and television

access

informed.

concur

channel, and

equipment
projects

Several

of the

to the need for better

pointed
Advisory Committee

We

and

programs consist of

SPLOST

the role of the Citizens

that information

government's

on

with this

and additional
sentiment

regular internals through
through printed materials.

at

and
the

